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ABSTRACT 
 
 
 
 
 

 

WebMO is a web-based interface for all major quantum chemistry 
programs.  WebMO uses a server-client architecture that installs 
on a single server or cluster computer and provides access to 
state-of-the-art computational chemistry programs from a 
standard web browser.  The web interface provides a 3-D 
molecular editor, pre-defined calculations types, job submission 
and monitoring, visualization of results, and user management 
tools.  Barriers to using state-of-the-art computational chemistry 
in teaching and research are minimized through WebMO's 
universal accessibility, its intuitive and uniform interface to all 
programs, no software to install on client computers, and support 
for multiple users with a single instance.  Applications of WebMO 
throughout the undergraduate curriculum are provided.  The 
extensible open-architecture design allows for collaboration 
among educators, researchers, quantum chemistry program 
developers, and the WebMO interface developers. 
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BACKGROUND 
 
Computational Modeling.  Computation has been identified as the third pillar of scientific 
inquiry, alongside experiment and theory.1  Computation allows scientists to model realistic 
problems that do not have analytical solutions and to answer questions which are difficult to 
address by experimental means.  In chemistry, computational modeling is used extensively in 
organic, physical, biochemical, material science, and pharmaceutical research.  Computational 
chemistry provides insight into chemical structure, interactions, and reactivity, which in turn 
permits prediction of chemical behavior.2,3  A substantial fraction of the published literature in 
the chemical sciences include some computation to analyze and interpret results,4 and 
modeling can be used to predict promising leads for subsequent experimental investigation. 
 
The utilization of computation has had many challenges associated with it, including access to 
sufficient computing power, accuracy and efficiency of algorithms, user comprehension of 
complex theories, and usability of the computational software.  Many of the technical issues 
associated with scientific computing have been recently overcome.  For example, typical 
student laptop computers have more computing power than supercomputers of 25 years ago5 
and high-end research computers of a decade ago.  Current algorithms can now accurately 
compute reaction energies to within a kcal/mole and vibrational frequencies to within several 
cm−1 for small molecules in the gas phase, and modern codes can qualitatively model more 
complex molecules and condensed phase systems.  Graphical user interfaces make computers 
and computational software far more accessible to non-technical users than older text-based 
interfaces. 
 
Over the last two decades, use of computational chemistry has moved from the realm of 
specialized theoretical chemistry developers, through many graduate research groups, and 
more recently into some undergraduate and even high school courses.  Because of its utility 
and importance, the American Chemical Society has identified access to and use of 
computational chemistry as essential for undergraduate chemistry programs.6  While progress 
has been made to introduce computation into the undergraduate chemistry curriculum, it is 
often as an isolated laboratory experience or in a specialized upper-level course.  
Computational chemistry has not yet become infused throughout undergraduate chemistry 
education, in contrast to chemical synthesis or spectroscopic characterization. 
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FIGURE 1.  Computational Chemistry Usage in Science.  
The number of publications each year that include the 
topic of Density Functional Theory was searched with Web 
of Science, illustrating continued growth of computation in 
chemical modeling in science literature. 

 
Barriers to Usage.  Despite the widespread availability of modern computing resources, three 
significant barriers remain that are limiting the use of computational chemistry in education 
and by non-experts: 

• Usability:  State-of-the-art computer codes are difficult for non-specialists to use due to 
differing and sometimes cryptic input syntax and voluminous text output.  This issue can 
be mitigated by installing a specialized graphical user interface on the user's computer 
for the computational program, e.g., Gaussview for Gaussian,7 IQmol for Q-Chem,8 
gmolpro for MolPro,9 or a combined package, e.g., Spartan.10  However, each 
computational program requires its unique user interface with different terminology, 
different workflows, and different ways of communicating between the interface and 
program.  Although some general-purpose interfaces exist, they typically do not expose 
the varying specialized capabilities of each computational program, e.g., Avogadro,11 
Gabedit,12 Chemcraft.13  Other interfaces offer visualization capabilities but cannot 
create input files or submit jobs, e.g., Jmol,14 Molden,15 Molekel.16  In all cases the 
interface must be installed separately on each user's computer, requiring that non-
technical users install, maintain, and troubleshoot highly specialized software.  Finally, 
these user interfaces are typically not available for all platforms (Windows, MacOS, 
Chrome OS, and Linux), which poses a significant practical problem in an educational 
environment. 
 

• Resources (money, expertise, time):  Supporting computational chemistry requires 
significant financial resources for computers powerful enough to run complex 
calculations, expertise to configure the computing environment and install specialized 
software, and time to maintain systems and train users.  Different implementation 
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models exist, but they carry various trade-offs.  Users can run basic calculations on their 
existing laptop computers without purchasing any additional hardware, but this is 
limited to small molecules at low theory levels and typically requires substantial user-
support for software installation and trouble-shooting on widely varying computers.  
Computer labs can be configured with more powerful workstations, computational 
codes, and graphical user interfaces, but this can be costly in terms of hardware, 
multiple software licenses, classroom space, and significant ongoing maintenance.  
Centralized computer clusters are often used to run high-end calculations, but this 
requires a very large investment in computing and networking hardware as well as 
technical expertise to build, configure, and maintain such a system. 
 

• Accessibility:  The accessibility of computational programs and user interfaces depends 
on the deployment model.  Being able to run calculations on one's own laptop or office 
computer is most convenient, but is limited in capabilities and requires software 
installation for each user.  Computer labs require physical access to a limited set of 
resources.  A centralized computational server typically requires installation of a local 
user interface on the user's computer, configuration of network access and firewall 
rules, and creation of individual Linux accounts on the server, none of which may be 
transparent for non-expert users. 

 
WebMO Approach.  WebMO17 is a web-based interface for all major computational chemistry 
packages.  WebMO installs on a single server or computer cluster and provides access to 
computational chemistry programs, allowing users to run state-of-the-art computational 
chemistry calculations using only a web browser.  WebMO's approach greatly lowers usability, 
resource, and accessibility barriers, and has thereby allows non-specialists to easily use modern 
computational chemistry in their teaching and research. 
 
The WebMO interface is designed for both ease-of-use and flexibility.  Input files are created 
using a 3-D editor, job options are available through intuitive menus, and output is displayed in 
tables, plots, and interactive images.  Reasonable defaults are provided for novice users, and 
full access to input and output files is available for advanced users.  The interface is uniform 
across all computational programs, allowing WebMO to be used with different programs and 
throughout the entire curriculum. 
 
WebMO reduces financial and administrative demands because a single instance serves many 
users, thereby minimizing computer cost, license fees, and maintenance effort.  Installation is 
automated and administration is done through a web-based interface, allowing non-specialists 
to install and maintain the software. 
 
A key feature of WebMO is that since users interact with WebMO via their web browser, there 
is no software to install on end user computers, and WebMO is independent of the end user's 
computing platform.  WebMO supports all modern operating systems (Windows, MacOS, 
Chrome OS, Linux), all popular web browsers (IE, Edge, Safari, Chrome, Firefox), and even 
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smartphones and tablets (iOS, Android).  In short, WebMO makes computational chemistry 
universally accessible from almost any computer or smart device. 
 
WebMO History.  WebMO was initially developed in 2000 to support use of computational 
chemistry by local non-experts and then released for free public use.  In 2001 WebMO Pro 
added various computational, visualization, and file management enhancements and was 
released as a commercial add-on to the freeware version.  In its early incarnation, WebMO's 
3-D editor and visualization features were implemented as Java applets, which allowed 
interactive graphical visualization to be implemented by client computers rather than by the 
server, thereby distributing this computationally intensive task.  WebMO's predominant uses 
were for teaching at the undergraduate level and for computational research in both academia 
and industry.  Subsequent releases added support for more calculation types and compatibility 
with additional computational programs.  In 2007 WebMO Enterprise was released which 
includes features to support large numbers of users, SMP and MPI parallel computing, and 
cluster-based computing architectures.  As web technology evolved, internal architectural 
changes were made in 2017 to move 3-D interactivity from Java to CSS/HTML5 technology, 
making WebMO even more independent of the client computer.  There are currently three 
feature levels of WebMO:18 

• WebMO Basic includes the integrated 3-D editor, interfaces to computational chemistry 
programs, and graphical visualization of results. 

• WebMO Pro provides support for additional calculations, visualization, and job 
management features. 

• WebMO Enterprise has enhancements for managing large numbers of users and 
interfacing with computer clusters. 

 
In order to provide broader access to WebMO, WebMO apps for both iOS and Android were 
developed that can either function as a self-contained molecular editor/viewer or connect to a 
WebMO server. 
 
WebMO usage has continued to grow, and it is now widely used by industry, supercomputer 
centers, research centers, universities and colleges, and even high schools. WebMO has been 
recognized as the quantum chemistry interface "most commonly used by undergraduate 
students."19 
 
OVERVIEW OF CAPABILITIES 
 
Supported Programs.  WebMO encapsulates the capabilities of popular computational 
chemistry programs into a uniform web-based interface.  The programs currently supported 
include: GAMESS,20,21 Gaussian,22,23 MolPro,24–26 Mopac,27,28 NWChem,29–31 Orca,32–35 PQS,36,37 
PSI,38–40 Q-Chem,41,42 TeraChem,43–45 Tinker,46,47 Quantum Expresso,48,49 and VASP.50,51 
 
Support for each computational program ("engine") is done via an open-architecture set of files 
that define the engine configuration, display of HTML pages, job templates, running jobs, and 
parsing the job output.  To add support for additional programs, a script is provided that 
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generates support files for a new engine based on a similar existing engine.  These support files 
can then be edited to reflect the capabilities and syntax of the new engine.  Adding the set of 
new files to a WebMO installation enables the new computational engine without making any 
modifications to the main WebMO source code. 
 
Workflow.  Regardless of the particular computational engine, WebMO uses a uniform 
workflow to run and visualize a new computational chemistry job:  (1) create the input 
structure, (2) choose a computational engine and optionally a queue, (3) select a calculation 
type and job options, (4) submit and monitor the job, and (5) visualize results. 
 
Input structures are created by using the built-in 3-D editor, from the result of a previous 
WebMO calculation, or by importing a structure from one of several external databases.  The 
desired engine is selected from the list of installed engines.  Common calculation types and job 
options are available through drop-down menus.  The job is submitted to the job queue and 
automatically executed when compute resources become available.  Job status is continuously 
displayed and intermediate results are available as the job runs.  When the job completes, the 
output file is automatically parsed and results can be viewed. 
 
Editor.  The WebMO 3-D molecular editor allows users to create arbitrary molecules by clicking 
to insert atoms and dragging to insert bonds.  A perspective image is rendered with rotate, 
translate, and zoom capabilities.  The clean-up command automatically adds missing 
hydrogens, defines atom hybridization, applies VSEPR rules, and idealizes bond lengths, angles, 
and dihedrals, which can subsequently be manually adjusted.  Use of previous jobs, a local 
fragment library, and importing structures by name from online databases52,53 are available for 
creating more complex structures.   
 

 
 
FIGURE 2.  WebMO 3-D Editor.  The WebMO editor allows 
users to easily create or import molecular structures.  
Atoms and bonds are added by clicking and dragging.  
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Structures are cleaned-up using Lewis valences, VSEPR 
structures, and idealized or mechanics-based geometries.  
Bond lengths, bond angles, and dihedral angles may all be 
individually specified.  Mechanics energy, symmetry, and 
extended Huckel molecular orbital calculations are 
available within the Editor. 

 
The 3-D editor has some built-in computational capabilities to generate accurate starting 
geometries, including pre-optimization with molecular mechanics54,55 and symmetrization56 of 
nearly symmetric structures.  For additional control over the creation of geometry definitions 
with input files, WebMO offers a Z-matrix editor for adjusting the order and definition of 
internal coordinates and a Cartesian coordinate editor for facilitating construction of unit cells 
in periodic systems. 
 
WebMO's editor can calculate and minimize molecular mechanics energies, calculate and 
display extended Huckel molecular orbitals, determine point groups and display symmetry 
elements directly in the browser.  It can also build surfaces and solids by replicating unit cells 
and creating slabs along Miller planes to support periodic boundary condition calculations. 
 
Although not the primary purpose of WebMO, the Editor can also look up reference data for 
the drawn molecule from a variety of external databases including PubChem, ChemSpider, NIST 
WebBook, Sigma-Aldrich, NMRShiftDB, and SDBS Spectral Database.  Thus WebMO can serve as 
a portal for accessing and displaying safety information, physical properties, thermodynamic 
data, chemical reactivity, and spectral information (NMR, IR, UV-VIS, MS), and literature 
references. 
 
Calculations Types and Job Options.  WebMO supports a wide variety of common calculation 
types including: single point energy, geometry optimization, vibrational frequencies, coordinate 
scans, electronically excited states, molecular spectra (infrared, Raman, UV-VIS, NMR), 
molecular orbitals, natural bond orbitals, transition states, and other calculations specific to 
each computational engine.  These calculation types can be extended by adding to the 
underlying calculation templates that define each calculation type.  WebMO also provides edit 
access to the input file prior to submission, allowing for inspection and customization of each 
job. 
 
It is important to recognize that WebMO does not perform these calculations itself.  Rather, it 
prepares an input file for the installed engine based on the selected calculation type and 
options, runs the job, and parses the output file.  Thus the accuracy and performance of the 
calculation is fully dependent on the underlying software and selected options. 
 
For each calculation type, the user can select various job options such as theory, basis, solvation 
model, etc.  The available options vary by choice of computational engine and calculation type.  
There are also options that control how the job is to be run, such as number of cores and 
selected queue.  Option values are typically specified using dropdown menus, though user-
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specified values can also be provided.  In order to not overwhelm the user with a multitude of 
non-relevant job options, only those options that are pertinent to a particular job type are 
displayed. 
 
Input files are created using a template system.  For each engine, WebMO includes a pre-
defined template for each supported calculation type.  The templates can be relatively simple, 
e.g., substitute job option variable values into the calculation type template, or they can include 
a variety of programming structures such as conditional statements, loops, etc.  Additional 
templates can be defined by the user for additional calculation types or customized options, 
thereby extending the capabilities of WebMO.  New template variables can be defined along 
with their allowed values.  Template creation and variable definitions are implemented using 
the web-based template manager provided within WebMO. 
 

 

 
 
FIGURE 3.  Calculation Job Options.  Basic job options are specified similarly for all calculations.  
Advanced job options are optional and depend on calculation type and engine. 
 
Visualization.  Beyond simplifying the creation of input files, WebMO parses the output file and 
displays calculated information in tables, plots, and interactive images. 
 
The optimized geometry is displayed in a 3-D visualizer, which functions similar to the 3-D 
editor.  Individual bond lengths, angles, and dihedrals can be measured.  Calculated numeric 
values (energy, partial charges, dipole moment, thermodynamic quantities, vibrational 
frequencies, orbital energies, etc.) are displayed in tables.  They can often also be 
superimposed on the molecular structure (partial charges, dipole moment, normal vibrational 
modes, symmetry elements), or they may be displayed as separate plots (coordinate scan, 
molecular spectra). 
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WebMO plots are interactive.  Clicking on a plot location displays the corresponding feature on 
the molecule, e.g., clicking on a vibrational peak displays the corresponding normal mode, or 
clicking on a coordinate scan value displays the corresponding molecular geometry.  This 
feature is extremely useful for teaching, as it visually indicates the link between computed 
values and molecular structure. 
 
Molecular orbitals can be displayed on top of the molecular structure as isosurfaces or as color-
mapped values on a slice plane.  Additional quantities can be calculated and displayed as color-
mapped values on electron density surfaces, including electrostatic potential surfaces and 
electrophilic/nucleophilic frontier surfaces. 
 
Beyond visualization in a web browser, information from WebMO can be downloaded for 
visualization or analysis by other programs.  Molecular geometries can be exported in a wide 
variety of formats, orbitals as cube files, and periodic solids as cif files.  The results of 
coordinate scan and spectra calculations can be downloaded as text files, and all parsed values 
from the output file can be downloaded as an Excel spreadsheet.  Output files can be 
downloaded for specialized analysis by programs like AIM,57–59 MultiWfn,60 and NBO.61–63  
WebMO molecular images (molecules, orbitals, surfaces, slices) can be exported as png image 
files for web purposes or as POV-Ray files from which publication quality images can be 
rendered. 
 

  
 
FIGURE 4.  Interactive Spectra.  Clicking on a peak in an infrared (or NMR) spectrum will display 
the corresponding molecular vibration (or nuclei). 
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FIGURE 5.  Visualizing Molecular Orbitals.  WebMO can display molecular orbitals as phase-
indicated isosurfaces, or as color-coded values on a scrollable cross-section plane. 
 
Job Management.  WebMO contains a job manager that functions like an email inbox for 
computational chemistry jobs.  The job manager lists queued, running, and completed jobs, 
along with an indicator of whether or not the job successfully completed.  Jobs may be viewed, 
searched downloaded, or deleted.  Notes can be added to individual jobs, and groups of jobs 
can be organized into user-defined folders. 
 
Computational chemistry calculations are frequently "stacked" so that the output geometry of 
one job becomes the input geometry for the next job e.g., a geometry optimization may be 
followed by a vibrational frequency calculation.  WebMO keeps track of the history of a 
sequence of calculations.  WebMO can also create spreadsheet summaries of multiple jobs to 
tabulate compare their results. 
 

 
 
FIGURE 6.  Job Manager.  The WebMO Job Manager allows users to create, monitor, and 
view jobs.  One can also organize jobs into folders, import legacy calculations, and 
export results. 
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Administration.  All WebMO administration is performed within its menu-based web interface. 
 
For system configuration, the WebMO administrator specifies the location of installed 
computational programs and system settings for each program (scratch directory, number of 
available cores, etc.) While WebMO includes a first-in first-out queueing system, WebMO can 
also be configured to use an external batch queuing system (Torque/PBS, SLURM, etc.). 
 
For user management, a WebMO administrator can add, edit, disable, or delete WebMO users.  
WebMO users are internal to WebMO, which means that Linux user accounts to not need to be 
created for each user, though Linux users can be included as WebMO users if desired.  
Authentication of WebMO users is done either through a built-in password system, or via a 
variety of external authentication schemes (passwd, LDAP, Shibboleth, etc.).  WebMO 
administrators can view, download, or delete jobs by WebMO users, as well as set CPU time 
limits on a per job or cumulative basis. 
 
WebMO allows for user groups, each with a group subadministrator.  These are particularly 
useful for having a single instance of WebMO support multiple courses or research groups, as 
an instructor (subadministrator) can add students and view jobs within their course (group) 
only.  This organizational feature offloads the user and job management to subadministrators 
while keeping all system configuration settings with the WebMO administrator. 
 
WebMO App.  WebMO apps64 for iOS and Android mobile devices have been developed with 
similar capabilities as the web-based application, including a 3-D editor and structure importing 
from external databases.  The WebMO app functions both as a standalone application and also 
as a client for a WebMO server.  One can locally build molecules and optimize geometries, as 
well as calculate and display molecular mechanics energies, vibrational modes, Huckel MO's, 
and symmetry elements.  The app can search a variety of external databases for chemical 
properties and spectral information.  Jobs can also be submitted to a WebMO server, and 
previously run jobs can be viewed.  Thus the WebMO app extends computational chemistry 
access from laptop computers to mobile smart devices.  During 2020, there were 18,000 
installations of the app on iOS and Android devices. 
 
TECHNOLOGY 
 
Server-Client Model.  WebMO users a variety of web technologies split between the WebMO 
server on which the software is installed and the web browser clients on user computers.  
Communication between the WebMO server and web browser clients is done using standard or 
encrypted HTTP(S). 
 
Client-Side.  The client-side of WebMO displays web pages written in HTML5 and JavaScript.  
User interaction is implemented via HTML forms and JavaScript.  The 3-D molecular editor uses 
a combination of JavaScript and WebGL (a web implementation of OpenGL) to build, render, 
and interact with molecular structures.  Computationally inexpensive calculations such as 
molecular mechanics optimizations, Huckel calculations, and isosurface maps are performed 
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directly in the browser using JavaScript.  These technologies are supported by all modern web 
browsers and computing platforms, and they allow interactive visualization and modest 
calculations without the need for Java applets, helper applications, plug-ins, or interaction with 
the WebMO server. 
 
Server-Side.  After preparing a molecule and configuring job options, the client submits the job 
to the WebMO server.  The server-side of WebMO consists of Perl-based CGI scripts that are 
executed via the web server.  These scripts handle the vast majority of WebMO operations, 
including generation of dynamic HTML content for the client, creating input files for 
computational programs, starting computational chemistry jobs, monitoring running jobs, 
parsing job output files, and job/user/engine management.  WebMO Enterprise has additional 
scripts that facilitate the interaction of WebMO with external authentication options (LDAP, 
Active Directory, Shibboleth, etc.) to integrate WebMO with pre-existing departmental or 
campus infrastructure.  It is important to note that WebMO user accounts are separate from 
Linux system user accounts, thereby allowing access to computational resources in a controlled 
fashion without having to create Linux user accounts for each WebMO user.  The Enterprise 
version also supports existing HPC clusters via integration with existing batch queue systems 
(Torque/PBS, SLURM, SGE, etc.).  The WebMO server stores configuration information in its 
home directory on the server computer and user job files in its directory, system user home 
directories, or on a network drive. 
 
WebMO is distributed as a complete package that is installed on a Linux, MacOS, or Windows 
computer that has a web server and Perl.  This server computer frequently also has the 
computational programs being used, although WebMO can access computational programs on 
remote servers via SSH or on computer clusters via their batch queue system.  Installation is 
performed via a single script that copies all files to their correct locations and performs various 
configuration and compatibility checks.  Upgrades are installed via a single command that 
updates the codebase while preserving all existing configuration settings, user accounts, and 
previously run jobs.  The web-based architecture means that once the server is upgraded, all 
clients are also automatically upgraded. 
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FIGURE 7.  WebMO Technology.  WebMO uses a web-
based client-server model.  Perl scripts are installed on a 
server.  Web pages are delivered to the user and provide 
interactivity with JavaScript and 3-D visualization with 
WebGL.  Jobs are submitted to engines via an internal or 
external queue, their progress is monitored, and output is 
stored for future viewing.  WebMO can interact with 
external services for user authentication and chemical 
information lookup. 

 
EDUCATION ACROSS THE UNDERGRADUATE CURRICULUM 
 
Accessibility and Versatility.  Since a user can access their WebMO account from a laptop 
computer or mobile device without installing additional software, WebMO is an excellent 
platform for deploying computational chemistry within educational environments.  Support for 
groups (courses) and subadministrators (instructors), single sign-on external authentication, 
and automated WebMO account creation simplify the administration of WebMO for large 
numbers of students.  WebMO's uniform interface for all computational chemistry programs 
simplifies user training.  As a result, WebMO enables computational chemistry to be a versatile 
tool used across the curriculum for modeling chemical properties and reactivity, similar to 
spectroscopy for materials characterization or spreadsheets for data analysis. 
 
WebMO has been successfully used throughout the undergraduate curriculum to introduce 
students to modern computational chemistry.  Beyond providing a convenient and accessible 
platform for students to run computational chemistry calculations, WebMO has the ability to 
produce high quality images in png or POV-Ray format, which can be used to produce 
instructional material.  WebMO can also produce dynamic and interactive materials using its 
HTML export feature, which creates a fully interactive View Job page including the 3-D 
molecular viewer and interactive spectra.  The HTML exported files can be placed on any web 
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server, making it straightforward for students investigate pre-computed results without having 
run the calculations themselves. 
 
Several collections of computational chemistry exercises exist, which contain a wide variety of 
computational chemistry exercises suitable for the undergraduate level.65–68  Specific 
applications for various courses and literature references for use with WebMO follow. 
 
General Chemistry.  WebMO can be used for computational chemistry activities in General 
Chemistry lecture and laboratory courses.  Examples of applications (and corresponding 
WebMO calculation type) include:69–72 

• Ideal (3-D editor) vs. actual (geometry optimization) VSEPR molecular shapes 
• 3-D molecular structures (import by name into 3-D editor) 
• Molecular properties (external database portal) 
• Dipole moments (energy calculation) 
• Atomic orbital energies and shapes (atomic orbitals) 
• Periodic Trends (atomic orbitals) 
• Formal charge and partial charges (partial charges) 
• Diatomic bonding (homonuclear molecular orbitals) 
• Molecular orbitals (extended molecular orbitals) 

 

 
 
FIGURE 8.  VSEPR Structures. "Seesaw" VSEPR 
molecular shape of SF4. 

 
 
FIGURE 9.  Dipole Moments.  Dipole moment 
of H2O. 

 
Organic Chemistry.  WebMO can be used to provide computational and visual explanations of 
many concepts in organic chemistry courses and laboratories:72–83 

• Conformational energies (coordinate scans) 
• Steric interactions (molecular mechanics strain energy) 
• Overlap of atomic orbitals and valence bonding (natural bonding orbitals) 
• Molecular reactivity (natural bonding orbitals, transition state calculations, IRC 

calculations) 
o Nucleophilic reaction pathways 
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o Endo vs. exo cycloaddition 
o Effect of electron donating and withdrawing groups 
o Hybridization and basicity of lone pairs 

• Characteristic vibrational frequencies (interactive IR spectrum) 
• Simulation of NMR spectra (NMR spectrum) 
• Visualization of chirality (3-D editor, VCD spectra) 
• Site of attack (nucleophilic/ electrophilic density maps) 

 

 
 
FIGURE 10.  Conformational Energy Scan.  
Coordinate scan about the C1-C2-C3-C4 
dihedral angle of butane at PM3 model 
chemistry, illustrating anti, gauche, and 
eclipsed energetics.  Coordinate scan plots 
are interactive, so that clicking on an energy 
point displays the corresponding molecular 
geometry. 

 
 
FIGURE 11.  Computed NMR spectrum of 
4-aminophenol.  TMS offset and first-order 
splitting are implemented by WebMO.  NMR 
spectra are interactive, as clicking on a peak 
highlights the corresponding nuclei. 

 
Physical Chemistry.  WebMO can be used to compute a wide variety of thermodynamic and 
spectroscopic quantities, thereby enhancing the connection between experiment and theory:84–
95 

• Reaction enthalpies (frequency and thermodynamic calculations) 
• Reaction rates (geometry optimization, transition state optimization 
• Vibrational normal modes and spectra (IR and Raman spectra) 
• Molecular orbital energies (molecular orbital calculation) 
• Molecular bonding (molecular orbital calculation) 
• Electronic transitions and color (UV-VIS spectra) 
• Natural optical activity (optical rotation spectra) 
• Potential energy curve calculations (coordinate scan) 
• Basis sets and theoretical methods (spreadsheet export) 
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FIGURE 12.  Molecular Orbital of Ozone.  
Geometry optimization, molecular orbitals, 
and NBO bonding calculation illustrate in-
plane π-bonding results in a partial bond 
between the outer oxygen atoms and 
reduces the bond angle to less than 120°. 

 
 
FIGURE 13.  Potential Energy Curve of HCl.  
Coordinate scan of bond length at CCSD/6-
31G(d) model chemistry.  Additional points at 
the bottom of the potential can be exported 
to Excel and fit to a parabola, from which the 
spring constant (k = 2•0.5937 Ha/Å2 = 
517.7 Nm−1) and vibrational frequency (𝜈"	= 
2995 cm−1) can be calculated. 

 
Inorganic Chemistry.  WebMO can be used to illustrate concepts related to molecular bonding 
and symmetry:96–99 

• Determine point groups and display symmetry elements (symmetry calculation) 
• Compute and visualize molecular orbitals (molecular orbital calculation) 
• Molecular spectra (NMR, IR, and UV-Vis spectra) 
• Visualize overlap between central atom atomic orbitals and ligand molecular orbitals 

(molecular orbitals) 
• Unit cells (PBC editor) 
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FIGURE 14.  Symmetry Elements.  WebMO 
can calculate the point group of molecular 
structures and display their symmetry 
elements.  WebMO can also symmetrize 
nearly symmetric structures. 

 
 
FIGURE 15.  Backbonding.  Overlap of a metal 
d-orbital and CO π*-bond is easily computed 
and visualized using WebMO. 

 
Biochemistry.  While WebMO is an interface to quantum chemistry calculations, it can be used 
to visualize and study small amino acid sequences and ligand-binding site interactions: 

• Polypeptide geometry (geometry optimization) 
• Ligand conformation (geometry optimization) 
• Ramachandran plots (2-D coordinate scan), 
• Electrostatic interactions (electrostatic potential map) 
• Zwitterion stability (solvation energy) 

 
Analytical Chemistry.  WebMO can be used to study binding interactions and spectroscopy 
used to separate and identify chemical species:100 

• Dipole moments (energy calculation) 
• Electrostatic interactions (electrostatic potential map) 
• Compound identification (IR and UV-VIS spectra) 

 
Materials Chemistry.  WebMO can be used to model nanotubes, 2-D materials, and organic 
semi-conductors:101–103 

• Band gap (energy calculation) 
• Strain energy (geometry optimization) 
• Vibrational motions (IR spectra) 

 
Computational Chemistry.  WebMO provides an ideal hands-on platform for an electronic 
structure theory course.68,92  Students have immediate access to available electronic structure 
programs, can inspect and customize their input files, and have full access to the output files. 
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FIGURE 16.  Electrostatic Potential Surface of 
Guanine.  Electrostatic potential surface is 
computed from occupied molecular orbitals 
and displayed with a color-code map on an 
electron density isosurface.  Sites for 
hydrogen bonding are readily visible. 

 
 
FIGURE 17.  Modeling Solids and Materials.  
The WebMO Cartesian coordinate editor 
supports definition of unit cells, creation of 
supercells, and creation of slabs along Miller 
planes.  The crystal structure of NaCl is 
illustrated here. 

 
 
ADDITIONAL USE CASES 
 
Research.  Although WebMO was originally conceived to support use of computational 
chemistry in education, WebMO is also widely used by experimentalists in academia and 
industry to perform theoretical calculations in support their research.  Hundreds of published 
research papers reference WebMO as the user interface for performing computational 
chemistry calculations.104 
 
The ease-of-use in carrying out computational chemistry calculations afforded by WebMO 
allows non-theoretical chemists to effectively use computation to understand and interpret 
their research.  Beyond simplifying input file creation, calculation type specification, job 
monitoring and management, and result interpretation, WebMO offers features and flexibility 
to support research-level work.  Full edit access to the input file, customizable job templates for 
specialized applications, the ability to import legacy calculations, automatic job history tracking, 
and powerful visualization capabilities allow non-theoretical researchers to readily use 
computation to supplement and inform their research. 
 
The client-server architecture of WebMO allows a single implementation of WebMO to be 
deployed for an entire research group, department, institution, or company.  This permits a 
computational chemistry investment to be leveraged across a large number of users, thereby 
maximizing the benefit of the implementation. 
 
Pedagogical Support.  Technology is increasingly being used to support student learning.  
Because WebMO allows chemical computation to be used over the internet and with a wide 
variety of student hardware, it has been regularly employed in collaborative and distance 
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learning environments.84,105  The exploratory nature of computational exercises has resulted in 
WebMO being used in Process Oriented Guided Inquiry Learning (POGIL) exercises.89,94,106  Most 
recently, WebMO was used by a number of institutions in response to the COVID-19 outbreak 
to teach chemical concepts online.107–109 
 
Computational Chemistry Consortia.  WebMO is used by various academic consortia of 
computational chemists to share computational resources.  Its uniform and accessible 
framework enables groups of computational chemistry users from different institutions to 
benefit from collective resources and interaction. 
 
In the early 2000's, the Computers in Chemistry at Cabrillo College110 (C4) consortium 
supported seven community colleges in using computational chemistry in their organic 
chemistry curriculum.  Cabrillo College hosted a WebMO instance in a self-described "hub-and-
spoke" model that students and faculty from other community colleges could access.  More 
recently, the University of Wisconsin at Madison organized an outreach program whereby 
regional institutions can run calculations to supplement experimental laboratory exercises77 or 
access pre-computed results created with the WebMO HTML export feature.72,78 
 
To support research, the Midwestern Undergraduate Computational Chemistry Consortium111 
(MU3C) acquired three NSF grants for computing infrastructure that offer computing resources 
to primarily undergraduate institutions for research purposes using WebMO as the common 
interface.  iOpenShell112 is a consortium of experimental spectroscopists and theoretical 
chemists who use WebMO to access state-of-the-art computer codes that model experimental 
observations involving electronically excited states.  ACENET113 and WestGrid114 are consortia of 
Canadian universities providing high-performance computing resources, visualization, and 
collaboration tools to participating research institutions, and they use WebMO as the common 
platform by which their research community can access computational chemistry programs. 
 
Curriculum Development Consortia.  A wide variety of high school, undergraduate, and 
graduate groups are developing educational materials that use computation to teach chemistry 
concepts. 
 
At the high school level, the Shodor Education Foundation115 has been a national leader in 
introducing computation into the curriculum.  They have developed pedagogical materials to 
support teaching of computational chemistry on many platforms including WebMO.116 
 
At the undergraduate level, several consortia of educators organize regular meetings and have 
websites that distribute educational materials for broader use.  The Molecular Computation 
and Visualization in Undergraduate Education117 (MoleCVUE) consortium is an association of 
predominantly undergraduate institution faculty that develops and employs modern 
computational and visualization tools, including educational exercises that use WebMO.  
PSI4Education118 is an education and outreach user group that develops tutorials and 
computational laboratories using the freely-available Psi4 program together with WebMO as 
the user interface.  The Virtual Inorganic Pedagogical Electronic Resource99 (VIPEr) focuses on 
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developing and distributing vetted teaching resources, including many computational chemistry 
activities and laboratories that utilize WebMO. 
 
Computational Chemistry Workshops.  WebMO is a convenient platform for workshops to train 
high school and college faculty on the use of computational chemistry.  Participants do not 
need any specific software or hardware beyond a web browser on their laptop.   
 
The National Computational Science Institute119 (NCSI) annually sponsors week-long workshops 
that train chemical educators in the theory and practice of computational chemistry.  WebMO 
LLC regularly runs half-day "hands-on" WebMO workshops at the Biennial Conference on 
Chemical Education (BCCE) and regional chemistry meetings.120–123 
 
OUTLOOK 
 
Usage.  WebMO has widespread usage with over 4,300 unique registered implementations, 
each of which can support thousands of individual users and hundreds of thousands of jobs 
(depending on local memory and disk resources).  For example, the WebMO Demo Server, 
which is open to the world for running jobs up to 30 seconds of CPU time, has run over 800,000 
jobs since its inception.124 
 
While installation on a local server and access via a web browser is the predominant usage 
model, there are several directions in which WebMO is evolving to utilize new computing 
platforms and integrate with new access methods. 
 
Cloud Implementation.  Cloud computing provides computer hardware, application software, 
and storage at a remote location that is accessible via the internet.  Currently the major 
providers of cloud computing are Amazon Web Services,125 Google Cloud Platform,126 and 
Microsoft Azure.127  Many organizations are finding it cost-beneficial to move from locally-
hosted to cloud computing, and the global cloud computing market is expected to grow from 
USD 371 billion in 2020 to 832 billion in 2025, a compound annual growth rate of 17.5%.128 
 
While cloud computing is a commercial service, the cost can be much less than purchasing 
hardware when the instance is not running full-time, e.g., only during the offering of a 
computational chemistry experiment in a laboratory course.  The cloud also has other 
advantages over purchasing local computing resources, such as the ability to adjust computer 
type (CPU's, RAM, disk), zero initial capital outlay, no hardware maintenance, and no space 
requirements. 
 
WebMO offers an automated installation of WebMO on all three popular cloud computing 
platforms through its Server In The Cloud (SITC) package.129  SITC enables WebMO usage on 
flexible, low-cost cloud platforms by users with minimal system administration expertise.  One 
creates a virtual machine in the cloud with the desired computer type and Linux OS distribution, 
downloads the latest version of SITC from WebMO, and runs the install script.  By default SITC 
will then update the operating system, configure the web server, download and install WebMO, 
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create a WebMO user, and install mopac7 as an engine.  The SITC script can also perform 
updates and install other engines. 
 
WebMO as a Service.  The WebMO Demo Server124 currently offers free access to WebMO 
Enterprise and most major computational engines so that users can experience WebMO and 
verify its capabilities.  Since the Demo Server is an openly accessible resource, compute time is 
limited to 30 CPU seconds per job, and jobs are automatically deleted in 30 days. 
 
Many course instructors have requested the ability to use a pre-configured and remotely-
hosted instance of WebMO, with no software to install and no hardware to maintain.  To 
accommodate this need, WebMO is developing WebMO as a Service (WaaS).  WaaS provides 
WebMO access, job control, and data storage to users with no hardware, system configuration, 
software installation, or administrative expertise.  Students and faculty simply login and 
immediately begin using a fully-functional instance of WebMO. 
 
WaaS consists of individual WebMO instances that are pre-installed on a dynamic cluster 
running in the cloud, which allows for expansion and contraction of the compute nodes in 
response to usage.130–132  WebMO subadministrator accounts are created for each faculty 
instructor, who can then create user accounts for their students.  Compute engines are installed 
on the cluster and enabled as licensed by the instructor.  Student jobs are handled by the 
SLURM batch queue system running on the cluster, which also serves to resize the cluster 
according to demand. 
 
Programmatic Access and Control.  While administrative and user interaction with WebMO is 
typically done through a web browser, the client-server model allows for other interaction 
mechanisms that are compatible with HTTP communication.  WebMO recently added a 
Representational State Transfer (REST) API that allows users to interact with WebMO from 
outside of a standard browser environment.133  This API can be accessed either on the 
command line or more commonly via a Python program.  The API currently allows 
programmatic access to information and results from previously run jobs and the ability to carry 
out basic user or job management functions.  WebMO returns results from prior calculations in 
JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) format using an extension of the MolSSI QCSchema134 
standards.  Future plans for the API include mechanisms to submit calculations to WebMO 
engines and return the results. 
 
A particularly convenient way to implement programmatic access to WebMO is to use Jupyter 
notebooks, which create a virtual Python programming environment within a web-browser.135  
The details of accessing WebMO jobs using Jupyter, along with an annotated example, are 
provided on the WebMO website.136  We anticipate that this programmatic interface, in 
conjunction with common Jupyter notebooks, will open up a variety of interesting additional 
applications of WebMO in upper level undergraduate and graduate courses. 
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FIGURE 18.  Using Jupyter Notebooks to Access and Process Computational Results.  Python 
code in a Jupyter notebook retrieves results from a WebMO vibrational frequency calculation, 
calculates the partition function, and plots the internal energy and heat capacity as a function 
of temperature. 

 
Open-Architecture, Collaborations, and Feedback.  WebMO has been developed with an open-
architecture, extensible approach.  The server scripts are written and distributed in Perl, and 
the design allows new capabilities and engines to be added without modifying the main 
WebMO code. 
 
The WebMO developers welcome feedback from WebMO users, ranging from bug reports, to 
feature suggestions, to sharing of code customizations.  The WebMO Forum promotes 
discussion among users to share ideas and experience with each other and with the WebMO 
developers.137  The WebMO developers also regularly interact with the developers of 
computational chemistry programs, so as to incorporate unique or recent features of their 
programs into the WebMO interface.  The ability to extend support to new features and 
additional computational programs by simply editing the distributed scripts allows program 
developers to contribute to the WebMO codebase.  Finally, the WebMO developers regularly 
participate in training workshops and interact with educators who develop computational 
chemistry exercises for use in high school, undergraduate, and graduate level courses. 
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